BITCOIN, CRYPTANALYST AND ETHEREUM - WHAT IS IT?

Tuesday, August 22 (11:50)

Bitcoin, the digital cryptanalyst, has recently gained popularity, mainly because of its growing value. What is the principle of krizeptawuta? Is it worth investing in it, how much can you gain and how much can you lose?
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Bitcoin is the invention of the enigmatic Satoshi Nakamoto (or, more likely, the cryptographic groups using this name) was designed to in a sense mirror the functioning of gold in the real
bitcoins. There is an increasingly tedious work in the virtual mines for "diggers" for us - processors (computers) making very complex cryptographic calculations.

Those who "copy" the most effective, gain new batches of code (because it is basically a bitcoin) from the finite pool of 21 million coins. Today, 25 bitcoins are one person in approximately 10 minutes. Later, there will be less: the e-miners are still waiting for a little over 8.6 million virtual coins, the extraction of which we will most likely wait until ... 2140 years.

**Bitcoin versus Ethereum**

The cryptowalut market is growing at an incredible pace and it would be silly to mention Ethereum, Ripple, Siacoin and Stratis. As experts say, Ethereum can definitely beat Bitcoin as it is not only a cryptal but a platform to invest, include betting, and support crowdfunding. Similar to the concept Ethereum is also Stratis, which was supported by the largest companies in the industry as Microsoft.

- If someone has invested at the right time eg in Ethereum a few months ago it undoubtedly got a huge return on this investment. Investing in cryptanalysts is fueling their rising prices and growing interest - that is why other investors are joining the market, "commented Michał Kwieciński, CEO of CCG mining, a company specializing in the extraction of crystalline.

**Momentary whimsy or investment plan for years?**

Cryptozoers are a new type of asset. This investment, however, is fraught with some risk and requires knowledge of and investment in virtual money. It is a good solution for people who, apart from a moment's fascination, have explored even a little knowledge of what they are, are really interested in the subject and want to deepen their knowledge in this field.

- It affected the human imagination. At one point, it was enough to invest two Polish national averages in order to earn a high standard apartment in the capital in a short space of time. Because the bitcoin value is controlled solely and exclusively by the law of demand and supply among its users, the odds can change significantly even on a daily basis. The biggest balloon broke when Baidu suspended the payment of bitcoins. The behavior of cryptanalysts on the global stock exchanges is still foreseeable, as it depends heavily on the participants themselves - often resembling a flock of sheep moving - explains Tomasz Krawczyński, director of the Polish branch of Mobica, a UK company specializing in business software development.

**Poles like bitcoins**
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gave a value of about 21 million. And the value of the cryptanalyst itself, in the last few days, is breaking all records.

At the beginning of March, the cryptanalyst reached a rate of $1241 and 30 cents. At the same time an ounce of gold was worth 1241 and 25 cents. By mid-August 1 bitcoin was worth over $4,250. Ounce of gold? It was worth about $1290

"Over the last few weeks, we’ve seen how virtual currencies are losing value. The hole was solidly noticeable. Investors - especially those who just cringed at the cryptanalysts - looked with a certain amount of uncertainty about what was happening on the market. However, after a while the situation suddenly changed, and as the reports show, the virtual currency in public circulation has set a new all-time record and surpassed the $120 billion limit, thus beating 116.2 million on June 12. The potential of blockchain is also appreciated by the Warsaw Stock Exchange, which analyzes whether and how it could use this technology," says Kwieciński.

How cryptanalysts are extracted?

Turning to the technical point of the virtual currency acquisition process, there are basically two options - investing in your own equipment or renting it. Considering the cost of equipment and its later operation, this is the ideal option for beginners. First and foremost because there is nothing to worry about, since all the companies who are the landlords in their mining farms are dealing with it and have already set up fully-equipped equipment.
If one is a technology enthusiast, he himself wants to focus on and engage in mining, as much as possible to acquire such equipment and to exploit cryptanalysts on his own. However, it should be borne in mind that this will involve not only the purchase of machines but also the energy consumption charges. It is also impossible to forget the necessary knowledge about the virtual money market and the knowledge of algorithms.

**Risk level**

Two issues are of great importance for conversations about the risks associated with the extraction of cryptanalysts. First bitcoin course has a relatively large fluctuation, no one will guarantee us that the money invested will not be lost. The second problem concerns the mining itself. Whether we "kick" the cryptanalyst ourselves or leverage appropriate equipment, the value of extraction decreases over time - there will be the need for ever more hardware to produce enough currency. There is also no certainty that central banks or international financial organizations will not introduce restrictions that may, to a greater or lesser degree, affect the
As for stocks and treasury bills, we have data for over 100 years, but Bitcoin has not been online until 2009, "says Campbell Harvey, a professor of economics at Duke University. In conversation with Wired.
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to jest waluta hakerów i mafii ....tak bynikt nie wiedział ile mają i od kogo dostają ..lecz rządy zlikwidują ją za parę lat
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~Krzysiek - 24.08 (10:50)

Podstawowym problemem Bitcoina jest to że jak zostaną wydobyte już wszystkie Bitcoiny to pies ze złamaną nogą nie będzie udostępniać sprzętu do obsługi Bitcoinów. Już teraz z powodu cen energii jest to w Europie nieopłacalne. Jak na razie to istnieją całe farmy komputerów do kopania Bitcoinów w Islandi i Chinach bo tam cena energii elektrycznej jest niższa. Z czasem przestanie być to opłacalne. I co wtedy? Rynek Bitcoina się załamie bo będzie się miesiącami czekać na zrealizowanie transakcji z...
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~MMM - 23.08 (13:07)

Proszę nie myślcze chce sie chwalic mam brata specjaliste IT mieszkającego od 1995 w USA pracuje dla Googla od niego dostalem na urodziny 27.11.2012 1000 bitcoinow z zaleceniem trzymania je 10 lat powiedział ze to zagwarantuje mi dostatnie życie wtedy nie za bardzo w to wierzymfilm wtedy bitcoin kosztował troche powyżej 2$ dzisiaj już sie boje co bedzie za 3 lata moj brat sie smieje i powtarza trzymaj nie sprzedawaj bo teraz dopiero kurs bedzie eksplodował.Czekam wiec jeszcze 3 lata choc...
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to dlatego najwiecej jest ruskich cyberataków

Widać że ten Bitcoin to coś w rodzaju naszego AmberGold - wszyscy kopali a tylko nieliczni (złodzieje) przy korycie się obłowili !!!!!!!!!!

Jaka jest jego prawdziwa wartość? Normalne pieniądze mają jakieś pokrycie w złocie, a to?

Zamiast jechać na prawdziwe wakacje też korzystac z Google Street View?

Buddy wanted to pull me a year ago in the financial pyramid - i was going to invest 20 thousand - so much to my regret for better auto spend and what to load and hope that someday succeed
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